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INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiff CTIA—The Wireless Association® (“CTIA”) respectfully submits this 

memorandum in response to the Court’s Notice Requesting Additional Information (“Notice”).  

See Dkt. No. 80.  The Notice asks CTIA to (1) address whether Carrico v. City and County of 

San Francisco, No. 09-17151, 2011 WL 3890748 (9th Cir. Sept. 6, 2011), applies to the facts 

as pled here, id.; see also Dkt. No. 79; and (2) identify all express findings by the FCC that cell 

phones are safe for human use, Dkt. No. 80.  

I. CARRICO CONFIRMS THAT CTIA HAS STANDING. 

The holding in Carrico is not applicable to the standing inquiry in this case.  The key 

point is that in Carrico an entirely voluntary action stood between the landlords and any 

punishment for expressive conduct.  No landlord was willing to aver that he or she intended to 

engage in the kind of  “threats or intimidation” proscribed by Proposition M.  In contrast, the 

Ordinance at issue here compels speech for every “cell phone retailer” within the confines of 

the City.  On October 25, 2011, all “cell phone retailers” will have to disseminate a message 

chosen by the City or face a $500 fine per violation.  Ordinance §§ 1103, 1105.  Thus, unlike 

Carrico the “status” of being a vendor of cell phones is enough, standing alone, to trigger a 

burden on an undisputed First Amendment interest in editorial control over the messages 

conveyed by “posters,” “call-out cards,” and “factsheets” in private retail outlets. 

In fact, in the context of the motion for a preliminary injunction, CTIA has gone far 

beyond the requirement to simply plead First Amendment injury and has laid out by 

declaration the disruption of its members’ editorial control over their stores, the critically 

important nature of speech at the point of sale, and even the fact that some private speech must 

give way (particularly on the space-constrained “call out cards”) for City-mandated speech.  

See Dkt. No. 55 ¶ 26 (Declaration of Domenico D’Ambrosio, Verizon Wireless, In Support of 

Motion for a Preliminary Injunction).  For the reasons discussed below, like most compelled 

speech cases (which Carrico was not) being in the targeted group for disseminating the 

government’s message ipso facto confers standing.   
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First, the legal regimes at issue in Carrico and here are fundamentally different, in 

ways that underscore the acute and irreparable nature of First Amendment intrusion in this 

case.  In Carrico, an association of landlords and an individual landlord brought a First 

Amendment challenge to “Proposition M,” which amended San Francisco’s rent-stabilization 

ordinance.  Proposition M prohibited landlords from engaging in a particular type of activity—

namely, “from attempting, ‘in bad faith,’ to ‘coerce the tenant to vacate with offers of 

payments to vacate which are accompanied with threats or intimidation.’”  Carrico, 2011 WL 

3890748, *1 (quoting S.F. Admin. Code § 37.10B(a)(6)).  The alleged burden on speech at 

issue in that case impacted only those landlords who might elect to act in bad faith and threaten 

and intimidate their tenants.  

The Carrico plaintiffs argued that they had standing simply because they were 

landlords, or represented landlords, who were “subject to” Proposition M.  Id. *3-4.  The Ninth 

Circuit rejected this broad “subject to” view of standing in that particular context.  The court 

explained that “Proposition M does not apply based solely on the status of landlord or tenant.  

Rather, [in order to apply] it requires a landlord to do something—to attempt, through ‘threats 

or intimidation,’ to ‘coerce the tenant to vacate with offers of payments to vacate.’”  Id. *4.  

The court held that it was pure speculation whether any of the landlords were planning to do 

what the state proscribed.  Id. 

Unlike Proposition M, the City’s regime in this case imposes mandatory obligations on 

all cell phone retailers, not simply those who act in bad faith or take other actions that retailers 

may choose not to take in the ordinary course.  Beginning October 25, 2011, all cell phone 

retailers in San Francisco must begin posting and disseminating City-drafted Posters, 

Factsheets, and Stickers in order to continue offering cell phones for sale.  Unlike the 

association members in Carrico, CTIA’s members face a stark choice:  In order to continue 

selling cell phones in San Francisco, they must either comply with the Ordinance and have 

their First Amendment rights violated for the reasons set forth in CTIA’s preliminary 

injunction motion, or fail to comply and be in violation of City law and subject to fines up to 

$500.00 per violation.  Ordinance § 1105(b).   It is this Hobson’s choice, created by the 
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Ordinance that establishes the predicate for both standing and preliminary relief.   Accord 

Video Software Dealers Ass’n v. Schwarzenegger, 401 F.Supp.2d 1034 (N.D. Cal. 2005) 

(Whyte, J.) (granting two associations of video game providers preliminary injunction against 

labeling requirement about to go into effect). 

Second, unlike the Carrico plaintiffs, CTIA has made specific factual allegations that 

its members face an imminent and very real obligation to comply with the Ordinance.  CTIA 

has alleged that it represents cell phone retailers who will be directly regulated by the 

Ordinance.1  Indeed, CTIA has specifically identified three of its members who operate retail 

outlets in the City and who will be obligated by the Ordinance to post the City’s Display 

Materials should the Ordinance take effect as scheduled.2  As noted above, CTIA has also gone 

beyond the pleading stage and submitted declarations under oath in support of its motion for 

preliminary injunction, which show that its members are going to be directly affected by the 

Ordinance.3  CTIA has also adequately alleged that its members’ rights will be violated on 

                                                 
1 See CTIA’s Second Am. Compl. (“SAC”) ¶ 13 (“Plaintiff CTIA—The Wireless 
Association® (‘CTIA’) is a District of Columbia not for profit corporation with its principal 
place of business in Washington, D.C. CTIA represents all sectors of the wireless industry, 
including but not limited to manufacturers of cell phones and accessories, providers of wireless 
services, and sellers of wireless services, handsets and accessories, which are affected by and 
subject to the challenged Ordinance, implementing regulations, and Display Materials.”).  
2 SAC ¶ 14 (“Numerous of Plaintiff’s members are ‘cell phone retailers’ under the Ordinance 
and would otherwise be subject to all the requirements of the Ordinance, implementing 
regulations, and Display Materials. For example, Verizon Wireless, AT&T, and T-Mobile USA 
are members of CTIA and they operate many retail outlets in the City that will be subject to the 
requirements of the Ordinance, implementing regulations, and Display Materials.”).  
3 Dkt. No. 55 ¶ 3 (Declaration of Domenico D’Ambrosio, Verizon Wireless, In Support of 
Motion for a Preliminary Injunction) (“Verizon Wireless will be regulated by the City of San 
Francisco’s ‘Cell Phone Right to Know’ Ordinance, . . . if it is allowed to go into effect.”); id. ¶ 
7 (identifying retail activities in San Francisco); id. ¶ 13 (“Verizon Wireless owns and operates 
five branded retail stores” in San Francisco, and sells through other channels like Walgreens); 
id. ¶ 29 (the Display Materials would “effectively force Verizon Wireless to disparage its own 
products and services, and thus would conflict with the messages that Verizon Wireless seeks 
to convey in its marketing materials”); id. ¶ 30 (“Enforcement . . . will be disruptive to Verizon 
Wireless’s marketing sales, training and general business operations, and will impose costs and 
disruption.  Compliance will require the creation and dissemination of appropriate revised 
display materials[.]”); see also Dkt. No. 56 ¶ 1 (Declaration of Cliff Fitterer, AT&T Mobility 
LLC, In Support of Motion for a Preliminary Injunction) (noting AT&T Mobility LLC 
operations in Northern California). 
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October 25 if the Ordinance is not enjoined,4 and CTIA has demonstrated the immediacy of the 

enforcement obligations.5  Indeed, the City’s Ordinance, and its own statements, confirm the 

imminence and likelihood of Article III injury to CTIA members.6 

These allegations (and unrebutted facts in individual retailers’ declarations) are more 

than enough to satisfy Article III’s standing requirement.  As Carrico recognizes, the injury-in-

fact requirement is satisfied where a plaintiff demonstrates an “‘actual or imminent, not 

conjectural or hypothetical’” invasion of a legally protected interest.  Carrico, 2011 WL 

3890748 *2 (quoting Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560 (1992)).  There are no 

conditions precedent to the forced-speech mandate at issue here—unless CTIA members just 

go out of business, they face certain consequences less than a week from now. 

                                                 
4 SAC ¶ 112  (“The Ordinance and Display Materials violate the Free Speech Clause because 
they compel Plaintiff’s members to speak on a topic selected by the City and require them to do 
so in  a manner prescribed by the City.”); SAC ¶ 113 (“The Ordinance and Display Materials 
violate the First Amendment by forcing Plaintiff’s members to disseminate messages and 
information that are inaccurate, misleading, controversial, unnecessarily alarmist, and with 
which Plaintiff’s members disagree.”); SAC ¶ 117 (“The Ordinance and Display Materials 
require Plaintiff’s members to use their property to convey the City’s messages.”); SAC ¶ 118 
(“The Ordinance and Display Materials require Plaintiff’s members to convey the City’s 
messages as if they were Plaintiff’s members’ own.”); SAC ¶ 119 (“The Ordinance and 
Display Materials prescribe the precise font, size, method, and location for delivery of the 
messages mandated by the City.”). 
5  See, e.g., SAC ¶ 105. (“The City states on its website that the compliance deadline will be 
October 25 for the Poster and Factsheet and October 30 for the Statements.”); SAC ¶ 106 
(“Violations of the Ordinance or the regulations promulgated thereunder are punishable by 
administrative fines ranging up to $500.00 per violation. Ordinance, § 1105(b) & (d).”); SAC ¶ 
107 (“Enforcement of the City’s regime is imminent and will cause direct and irreparable harm 
to Plaintiff and its members.”). 
6 See Ordinance § 1103(a) (“Beginning 15 days after the Department of the Environment 
adopts the regulations required under Section 1104(d), cell phone retailers must display in a 
prominent location visible to the public, within the retail store, an informational poster 
developed by the Department of the Environment as referenced in Section 1104.”); id. § 
1103(b) (“Beginning 15 days after the Department of the Environment adopts the regulations 
required under Section 1104(d), cell phone retailers must provide to every customer that 
purchases a cell phone a free copy of an informational factsheet developed by the Department 
of the Environment as referenced in Section 1104.”); see also San Francisco, Department of the 
Environment, Cell Phone Radiation (“Compliance date for poster and factsheet: October 25th 
2011”) (http://www.sfenvironment.org/our_programs/interests.html?ssi=2&ti=3&ii=250); see 
also E-mail from Caitlin Sanders, San Francisco Department of the Environment (Sept. 30, 
2011) (“Starting in October, SFEnvironment staff will conduct extensive outreach via mail 
and/or in-person store visits to distribute materials and ensure local retailers understand the 
compliance requirements under this new law.”) (attached hereto as Exhibit 1). 
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Third, in the context of a compelled speech requirement, the standing issues animating 

Carrico are inapplicable.  The Carrico plaintiffs were making a “chilled speech” argument—

namely, that Proposition M forced them to engage in self-restraint in violation of the First 

Amendment.  If the Carrico plaintiffs had no intention of engaging in the prohibited conduct, 

there was no risk that Proposition M would chill their expression.  But here, CTIA’s members 

are alleging that the City’s regime is directly obligating them to carry government messages in 

violation of the First Amendment.  There can be no doubt that Plaintiffs have standing to 

challenge laws that compel them to use their private property to carry government-drafted 

statements.  See, e.g., Video Software Dealers Association v. Schwarzenegger, 556 F.3d 950 

(9th Cir. 2009) (addressing merits of association’s claim that California labeling law violated 

the First Amendment); see also Alliance for Open Soc. Int’l, Inc. v. U.S.A.I.D., 570 F. Supp. 2d 

533, 540 (S.D.N.Y. 2008) (“[T]he fact that Associations’ members are required to speak the 

Government’s message in exchange for the Leadership Act subsidy is a sufficient injury-in-fact 

for their compelled speech claim.  Plaintiff should not be forced to either forego their 

constitutional rights or risk legal action and the loss of their subsidies in order to have 

standing[.]”); Kings English, Inc. v. Shurtleff, 620 F. Supp. 2d 1272, 1281 (D. Utah 2007) 

(“[Plaintiffs] have demonstrated that they distribute material over the Internet that could be 

deemed ‘harmful to minors.’  By distributing such material, they will be subject to the labeling 

requirement imposed by § 76-10-1233. . . . [Plaintiffs] have standing to challenge § 76-10-

1233.”).   

Finally, Carrico recognized that associations may bring actions where their members 

would have standing to sue in their own right, Carrico, 2011 WL 3890748 *2, and standing has 

not been questioned in the myriad cases in which parties, including those represented by 

associations, have challenged compelled speech obligations.  See, e.g., Schwarzenegger, 556 

F.3d at 950; see also Entertainment Software Ass’n v. Blagojevich, 469 F.3d 641 (7th Cir. 

2006); New York State Restaurant Association v. New York City Board of Health, 556 F.3d 114 

(2d Cir. 2009); National Electric Manufacturers Association v. Sorrell, 272 F.3d 104 (2d Cir. 

2001); International Dairy Foods Association v. Amestoy, 92 F.3d 67 (2d Cir. 1996).  Here, 
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three members of CTIA—Verizon Wireless, AT&T, and T-Mobile USA—have all established 

their standing in declarations under oath or allegations in the Second Amended Complaint.  

CTIA’s associational standing is beyond question here. 

II. FCC FINDINGS THAT CELL PHONES ARE SAFE.   

The FCC has found and stated on numerous occasions that cell phones that comply with 

its regulations are safe for human use, has explained that to numerous courts, and has 

repeatedly assured the public of the same.  Beginning in the 1996 RF Order I,7 the FCC stated:  

●  “By this action, we are amending our rules to adopt new guidelines and 
methods for evaluating the environmental effects of radiofrequency (RF) 
radiation from FCC-regulated transmitters. We are adopting Maximum 
Permissible Exposure (MPE) limits for electric and magnetic field strength 
and power density for transmitters operating at frequencies from 300 kHz to 
100 GHz.  We are also adopting limits for localized (‘partial body’) 
absorption that will apply to certain portable transmitting devices.  We 
believe that the guidelines we are adopting are sufficient to protect the 
public and workers from exposure to potentially harmful RF fields.”  RF 
Order I, 11 F.C.C.R. at 15124 (¶ 1) (1996) (emphasis added, citations 
omitted). [Order cited at Motion for Preliminary Injunction, Dkt. No. 60, 
pages 3, 4, 9] 

 
● “Most commenting parties, including Federal health and safety agencies, 

support the use of the ANSI/IEEE SAR limits for localized (partial body) 
exposure for evaluating low-power devices designed to be used in the 
immediate vicinity of the body. As mentioned above, the SAR limits 
specified by the ANSI/IEEE guidelines for devices used in controlled and 
uncontrolled environments are essentially the same as those recommended 
by NCRP for occupational and general population exposure, respectively. 
Therefore, in view of the consensus and the scientific support in the record, 
we are adopting SAR limits for the determination of safe exposure from 
low-power devices designed to be used in the immediate vicinity of the body 
based upon the 1992 ANSI/IEEE guidelines [i.e., cell phones].  We will 
apply the MPE limits we are adopting to certain mobile and unlicensed 
devices that, although not normally used within the immediate vicinity of 
the body, can use higher power and may be relatively close to the body of 
the user and to nearby persons. Examples of the latter are cellular “bag 
phones.”  RF Order I, 11 F.C.C.R. at 15146-47 (¶ 62) (1996) (emphasis 
added, citations omitted). 

                                                 
7 Guidelines for Evaluating the Environmental Effects of Radiofrequency Radiation, 11 
F.C.C.R. 15123 (1996) (“RF Order I”). 
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Faced with petitions for reconsideration alleging that its standards were not sufficiently 

protective of public health, the FCC rejected those petitions and reaffirmed its standards in its 

1997 RF Order II.8  In doing so, it reaffirmed that cell phones that meet these standards are 

safe:  

● “Some petitioners ask that we reconsider our previous decision not to adopt 
ANSI/IEEE C95.1-1992 in its entirety.  Several other petitioners claim that 
the limits we adopted were not protective enough. The staff believes that no 
new and compelling justifications have been provided that would warrant a 
modification of the limits adopted in the Report and Order. Those limits 
were crafted to address concerns about ANSI/IEEE C95.1-1992 that had 
been raised by several agencies of the Federal Government with 
responsibility for health and safety.  Furthermore, all of these agencies have 
written letters to the Commission supporting our new guidelines. We believe 
that the limits adopted in the Report and Order provide a proper balance 
between the need to protect the public and workers from exposure to 
excessive RF electromagnetic fields and the need to allow communications 
services to readily address growing marketplace demands.”  RF Order II, 
12 F.C.C.R. at 13497 (¶ 5) (1997) (emphasis added); see also id. (¶¶ 2, 29).  
[Order cited at Motion for Preliminary Injunction Dkt. No. 60, pages 4, 13, 
17, 18] 

● “As previously discussed in this Order and in the original Report and Order 
in this proceeding, we have relied on the advice and comments of the federal 
health and safety agencies as to what levels of RF exposure are protective of 
the public health.  The Commission does not have the expertise to make 
independent judgements on such alleged health effects as ‘electrosensitivity’ 
or other reported effects on human health. This is the responsibility of the 
federal health and safety agencies and other qualified public health 
organizations. Therefore, we continue to consider our new guidelines 
appropriately protective of public health. There is no evidence to suggest 
that transmitters or facilities that comply with our guidelines will cause 
adverse health effects.  Our guidelines adopt the most conservative aspects 
of the ANSI/IEEE and the NCRP recommended exposure criteria and have 
been recommended by all of the relevant health and safety agencies. 
Moreover, we do not agree with the Ad-hoc Association and the Cellular 
Phone Taskforce that even a minimal extension of the initial transition 
period should be denied.  We agree with Ameritech, Northeast, Airtouch and 
AT&T Wireless that a further extension is necessary to allow applicants and 
licensees sufficient time to analyze the newly revised version of OET 

                                                 
8 Procedures for Reviewing Requests for Relief from State and Local Regulations Pursuant to 
Section 332(c)(7)(B)(v) of the Communications Act of 1934, 12 F.C.C.R. 13494, 13504-08 (¶¶ 
31-39) (1997) (“RF Order II”). 
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Bulletin 65.”  RF Order II, 12 F.C.C.R. at 13538 (¶ 11) (1997) (emphasis 
added). 

The FCC’s RF standards have twice been challenged on petition for review to a circuit 

court as insufficiently protective of public health and safety, and have twice been upheld.  See 

Cellular Phone Taskforce v. FCC, 205 F.3d 82 (2d Cir. 2000) [Decision cited at Dkt. No. 60, 

pages 4, 18]; see also EMR Network v. FCC, 391 F.3d 269 (D.C. Cir. 2004) [Decision cited at 

Dkt. No. 60, page 4].  Moreover, citing the FCC’s RF Order I, the Third Circuit has 

specifically found that “the FCC considers all phones in compliance with its standards to be 

safe.”  Farina v. Nokia Inc., 625 F.3d 97 (3d Cir. 2010) (citing RF Order I, 11 F.C.C.R. at 

15184 (¶ 169) (1996)) [Decision cited at Dkt. No. 60, pages 17, 18].  Other courts have also 

recognized that FCC-compliant phones are safe.  See, e.g., Bennett v. T-Mobile USA, Inc., 597 

F. Supp. 2d 1050, 1053 (C.D. Cal. 2008) (“Plaintiff claims that these phones are unsafe even 

though they do comply with FCC standards. . . . Allowing such claims would be to second-

guess the balance reached by the FCC in setting RF emission standards under its delegated 

authority.”) [Decision cited at Dkt. No. 60, page 18]; Murray v. Motorola, 982 A.2d 764, 776 

(D.C. 2009) (finding preempted those claims that “conflict with the FCC determination that 

‘wireless phones that do comply with [the FCC’s] RF standards are safe for use by the general 

public and may be sold in the United States.’” (quoting FCC Murray Brief)) [Decision cited at 

Dkt. No. 60, page 18]. 

In explaining the meaning of the findings in its Report and Orders and its RF safety 

standard to the courts, the FCC has also repeatedly stated that FCC-compliant phones are safe.   

● “The FCC has determined that wireless phones that do comply with its RF 
standards are safe for use by the general public and may be sold in the 
United States.”  See Brief of the United States and the FCC as Amicus 
Curiae at 15-16, Murray v. Motorola, No. 07- cv-1074, 2008 WL 7825518 
(D.C. Apr. 8, 2008) (“FCC Murray Brief”) (citing RF Order I, ¶ 1) 
(emphasis added).9 [FCC Murray Br. cited at Dkt. No. 60, pages 9, 13] 

                                                 
9 CTIA did not submit a copy of the FCC Murray Brief as an attachment to its motion papers 
because it is publicly available, but we attach it here for ease of the Court’s reference.  It is 
attached as Exhibit 2. 
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● “The Commission has concluded that its standards are adequate to protect 

the health and safety of the public, based on the best available scientific 
evidence.  The Commission has declined to set more stringent RF exposure 
limits, in light of the lack of scientific evidence demonstrating a need for 
further limits and the potential for such limits to impede the development of 
efficient, nation-wide wireless communications services.”  FCC Murray 
Brief at 10 (emphasis added). 

 
● “The FCC exposure limit for the general public is one-fiftieth of the point at 

which RF energy begins to cause any unhealthful thermal effect.”  Brief 
for Respondents United States and FCC in Opposition at 3 n.2, Cellular 
Phone Taskforce v. FCC, No. 00-393, 2000 WL 33999532 (U.S. Dec. 4, 
2000) (emphasis added). [Brief cited at Dkt. No. 60, pages 4, 13, 19]   

 
• “Unlike the work force, members of the general public may be less well 

informed of the potential hazards of RF exposure and therefore have less 
control than workers over exposure to RF fields. The general public may 
also include persons of potential vulnerability, such as pregnant women or 
debilitated people. The general public is also much larger, so the number of 
people at risk is higher. To take into account those differences between 
occupational and general exposure, NCRP (and ANSI) set an exposure 
limit for members of the general public of one-fifth of the occupational 
exposure, or 0.08 watts/kilogram, which is 1/50th of the adverse effects 
threshold. To derive that figure, NCRP calculated that workers may be 
exposed to RF fields for 40 hours per week, while the general population is 
exposed all day every day, or 168 hours per week, which is about five times 
as much.” Brief of Respondents FCC and United States, Cellular Phone 
Task Force v. FCC, No. 97-4328, 1998 WL 34097631 (2d Cir. July 6, 1998) 
(emphasis added). [Brief cited at Dkt. No. 60, page 4] 

The FCC has also emphasized on numerous occasions to the public that compliance 

with its regulations means that cell phones are safe: 
 
●  “Since 1996, the FCC has required that all wireless communications devices 

sold in the United States meet its minimum guidelines for safe human 
exposure to radiofrequency (RF) energy.”  FCC, Guide, Wireless Devices 
and Health Concerns (http://www.fcc.gov/guides/wireless-devices-and-
health-concerns).10  [Page cited at Dkt. No. 60, pages 4, 9, 13, 16, 17; and as 
attachment to City’s Sanders Declaration, Dkt. No. 68-8, page 3] 

                                                 
10 The FDA likewise states that “[t]he scientific evidence does not show a danger to any users 
of cell phones from RF exposure, including children and teenagers.”  FDA, Radiation-Emitting 
Products, Children and Cell Phones (updated Mar. 10, 2009) (http://www.fda.gov/Radiation-
EmittingProducts/RadiationEmittingProductsandProcedures/HomeBusinessandEntertainment/
CellPhones/ucm116331.htm).  Similarly, the FDA states that “[t]he weight of scientific 
evidence has not linked cell phones with any health problems.”  FDA, Radiation-Emitting 
Products, Health Issues (updated May 18, 2010) (http://www.fda.gov/Radiation-
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• “Some parties recommend that you consider the reported SAR value of 

wireless devices. However, comparing the SAR of different devices may be 
misleading. First, the actual SAR varies considerably depending upon the 
conditions of use. The SAR value used for FCC approval does not account 
for the multitude of measurements taken during the testing. Moreover, cell 
phones constantly vary their power to operate at the minimum power 
necessary for communications; operation at maximum power occurs 
infrequently. Second, the reported highest SAR values of wireless devices 
do not necessarily indicate that a user is exposed to more or less RF energy 
from one cell phone than from another during normal use (see our guide on 
SAR and cell phones). Third, the variation in SAR from one mobile device 
to the next is relatively small compared to the reduction that can be achieved 
by the measures described above. Consumers should remember that all 
wireless devices are certified to meet the FCC maximum SAR 
standards, which incorporate a considerable safety margin. (Information 
about the maximum SAR value for each phone is publicly available on the 
FCC website.)” FCC, Wireless Devices and Health Concerns, 
(http://www.fcc.gov/guides/wireless-devices-and-health-concerns) 
(emphasis added).  

 In addition to these materials, which have already been cited in the record, the FCC has 

consistently taken this position in other public communications.  For example, the FCC asserts 

the safety of phones that comply with its rules in other web sites maintained by the agency:  

● “All wireless phones sold in the United States meet government 
requirements that limit their RF energy to safe levels.”  FCC, FAQs – 
Wireless Phones (http://www.fcc.gov/encyclopedia/faqs-wireless-
phones#safe).  

 
• “ALL cell phones must meet the FCC’s RF exposure standard, which is set 

at a level well below that at which laboratory testing indicates, and medical 
and biological experts generally agree, adverse health effects could occur.”  
FCC, Guide, Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) For Cell Phones:  What It 
Means For You (http://www.fcc.gov/cgb/consumerfacts/sar.html). 

 And as recently as last Fall, the FCC again cited its findings in RF Order I to a court as 

support for the proposition that FCC-compliant phones are safe.  See Letter from Austin C. 

Schlick, General Counsel, FCC to Tony West, Assistant Attorney General, DOJ (Sept. 13, 

2010) (filed on Sept. 17, 2010 in Dahlgren v. Audiovox (D.C. Super. Ct., Case No. 2002 CA 
                                                                                                                                                           
EmittingProducts/RadiationEmittingProductsandProcedures/HomeBusinessandEntertainment/
CellPhones/ucm116282.htm). 
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007884 B).  A copy of this letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 3.  After citing its findings in RF 

Order I and other orders, the FCC explained that “[i]t continues to be the Commission’s 

position . . . that state law claims premised on the contention that FCC-compliant cell phones 

are unsafe are preempted by federal law.”  Id. at 2. 

Dated: October 19, 2011 
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INTERESTS OF THE UNITED STATES 

The plaintiffs in this case are wireless phone users who 

have developed various medical afflictions, which they allege 

were caused by radiofrequency (RF) emissions from their wireless 

phones. They have sued defendants, wireless phone manufacturers 

and sellers and other related entities, under a number of state 

law tort theories, all of which are ultimately premised on their 

assertion that the RF emissions from wireless phones are 

unreasonably dangerous. 

This Court's rules provide that "[tlhe United States * * * 

or an officer or agency thereof * * * may file an amicus 

curiae brief without the consent of the parties or leave of 

court." D.C. R. App. P. 29(a). The Federal Communications 
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Commission has an important regulatory interest in the question 

of whether federal law preempts state-law claims that the RF 

emissions from wireless telephones are unreasonably dangerous. 

The federal government, through the FCC, has long exercised sole 

responsibility for regulating technical standards with respect to 

RF emissions generally and wireless telephone service in 

particular. The FCC accordingly has a strong interest in 

ensuring the correct delineation of federal and state authority 

and in preserving its ability to establish and maintain 

nationally uniform standards for wireless telephones. 

Moreover, the Supreme Court has held that a federal 

"agency's own views" on preemption in cases like this one "should 

make a difference." Geier v. American Honda Motor Co., 529 U.S. 

861, 883 (2000). In this case, as in Geier, "Congress has 

delegated [to a federal agency] authority to implement" a 

statute; "the subject matter is technical; and the relevant 

history and background are complex and extensive." Ibid. The 

FCC, which possesses 'a thorough understanding of its own 

regulation and its objectives," ibid., "is uniquely qualified to 

determine" whether lawsuits of this sort will pose an obstacle to 

the achievement of federal policy objectives, Medtronic, Inc. v. 

m, 518 U.S. 470, 496 (1996). In view of these factors, this 
Court should consider the FCC's views before deciding whether 

plaintiffs' claims in this case are preempted. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS AND PRIOR PROCEEDINGS 

I. STATUTORY AND REGULATORY BACKGROUND 

A. Wireless Communications and Radiofrequency Emissions 

Nearly every commonly-used form of wireless communication - 

from television, radio, and cellular telephone service, to garage 

door openers, remote-controlled cars, and cordless phones - uses 

"radiofrequency" electromagnetic waves to send and receive 

signals making up such communication. The term "radiofrequency" 

or "RF" refers generally to the portion of the electromagnetic 

spectrum that is used in "over the air" communications. Certain 

types of communications, like television broadcasting, require 

high-power RF signals to be effective. Others, like garage door 

openers and cordless phones, use relatively low power signals. 

This lawsuit relates to radiofrequency emissions by wireless 

handheld telephones (commonly referred to as "cell phonesx and 

distinct from "car phones," which are permanently mounted in a 

vehicle). Cell phones use low power RF signals to transmit a 

signal to fixed "base  station^.^ Those base stations send the 

signal through to the voice or data network. The base station 

transmits any return voice or data signal via RF waves back to 

the cell phone. See qenerally Pinne~ v. Nokia, Inc., 402 F.3d 

430, 439-40 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 546 U.S. 998 (2005). 

B. The FCC's Broad Regulatory Authority Over Radio 
Communications. 

In the Communications Act of 1934, Congress provided that 
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the development of a "rapid, efficient, Nation-wide, and world- 

wide wire and radio communication service" required "centralizing 

authority" in a federal agency, the FCC. 47 U.S.C. 5 151. The 

FCC thus has prime responsibility for "execut[ing] and 

enforc[ingIr' federal communications policies, including 

"promoting safety of life and property through the use of wire 

and radio communications." Ibid. 

The federal. government has particularly long-standing and 

expansive authority over radiofrequency communications generally. 

See Radio Act of 1927, Pub. L. No. 69-632, 44 Stat. 1162; -- 

Communications Act of 1934, Pub. L. No. 73-416, 48 Stat. 1064; 

National Broadcastinq Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 217 

(1943) (noting the FCC has been given "comprehensive powers to 

promote and realize the vast potentialities of radio"); FCC v. 

Pottsvi.lle Broadcastinq Co., 309 U.S. 134, 138 (1940) (finding 

that the Communications Act "expresses a desire on the part of 

Congress to maintain, through appropriate administrative control, 

a grip on the dynamic aspects of radio transmission"). 

Congress has given the FCC specific regulatory authority to 

regulate cell phone communications. For example, the 

Communications Act provides that " [iln taking actions to manage 

the spectrum to be made available for use by private mobile 

services," the FCC must consider several factors, including 

"whether such actions will * * * promote the safety of life and 

property." 47 U.S.C. § 332 (a). 
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The regulatory powers of the FCC reach their zenith with 

respect to the technical standards for RF communications. The 

Supreme Court has noted that the FCC's regulation of "technical 

matters" such as frequency allocation is "clearly exclusive" of 

state and local regulation. Head v. New Mexico Bd. of Examiners 

in Optometry, 374 U.S. 424, 430 n.6 (1963). 

C. The FCC's Regulation of RF Emissions from Cell Phones 

Among the technical standards that the FCC has promulgated 

for radio communications are regulations to limit human exposure 

to excessive levels of RF emissions from various transmitting 

sources, including cell phones. See Responsibility of the FCC to 

Consider Biological Effects of Radiofrequency Radiation When 

Authorizing the Use of Radiofrequency Devices, 100 FCC 2d 543 

(1985); Guidelines for Evaluating the Environmental Effects of 

Radiofrequency Radiation, 11 FCC Rcd 15123 (1996) ("RF Order"), 

on reconsideration, 12 FCC Rcd 13494 (1997) ("Second RF Order"). 

The FCC's cell phone RF exposure regulations were 

implemented under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 

(NEPA), 42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq. and the Communications Act, and 

were mandated by Congress in the Telecommunications Act of 1996, 

5 704(b), 110 Stat. 152 (directing the FCC to "complete action 

* * * to prescribe and make effective rules regarding the 

environmental effects of radio frequency emissions"). In 

requiring the FCC to promulgate regulations regarding the effects 

of RF emissions, Congress noted that "[a] high quality national 

5 
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wireless telecommunications network cannot exist if each of its 

components must meet different RF standards in each community," 

and contemplated that the FCC's RF standards would "contain 

adequate, appropriate and necessary levels of protection to the 

public." H.R. Rep. No. 104-204 (I), at 95 !1995), 

reprinted in 1996 U.S.C.C.A.N. 10, 61-62. 

The FCC's regulations require that all devices that emit RF 

radiation, including cell phones, be authorized by the agency 

before they can be marketed or sold in the United States. See 47 

C.F.R. 5 5  2.801, 2.803. As part of the equipment authorization 

process for cell phones, an applicant must certify that the 

equipment will not "cause human exposure to levels of 

radiofrequency radiation in excess ofn certain specified limits.' 

47 C.F.R. 5 1.1307!b); see also 47 C.F.R. 5 2.1093 (detailing the 

RF exposure limits for cell phones). "Technical information" 

demonstrating compliance with those limits "must be submitted to 

the Commission upon request." 47 C.F.R. 5 1.1307!b). In the 

absence of such a certification, the applicant must prepare a 

detailed "Environmental Assessment" that explains "the 

environmental consequences" of equipment authorization. 47 

C.F.R. 5 5  1.1307!b) ; 1.1308. 

The FCC's RF exposure standards "represent the best 

The FCC's exposure limits for portable devices, including 
cell phones, are quantified in terms of specific absorption rate 
(SAR), which is "a measure of the rate of RF energy absorption." 
RF Order 7 3, 11 FCC Rcd at 15125. 
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scientific thought." RF Order f 168, 11 FCC Rcd at 15184. The 

FCC has concluded that its standards "will protect workers and 

the general public from potentially harmful RF emissions due to 

FCC-regulated transmitters," Id. 1 28, 11 FCC Rcd at 15135, while 

"provid[ingl a proper balance between the need to protect the 

public and workers from exposure to excessive RF electromagnetic 

fields and the need to allow communications services to readily 

address growing marketplace demands." Second RF Order 1 29, 12 

FCC Rcd at 13505. 

In developing the RF exposure limits, the FCC received 

submissions from over 100 interested parties, as well as a number 

of federal agencies with particular expertise in environmental, 

health, and safety issues, including the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) , the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) , the 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), and the 

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). 

RF Order 11 46-61, 11 FCC Rcd at 15140-46. The FCC "place[dl 

special emphasis on the recommendations and comments of federal 

health and safety agencies because of their expertise and 

responsibilities with regard to health and safety matters." 

Second RF Order 1 39, 12 FCC Rcd at 13508. 

The Commission has acknowledged that "research and analysis 

relating to RF safety and health is ongoing, and we expect 

changes in recommended exposure limits will occur in the future 

as knowledge increases in this field." RF Order f 4, 11. FCC Kcd 

7 
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at 15124. The Commission therefore has continued to cooperate 

"with industry and with the various agencies and organizations 

with responsibilities in this area in order to ensure that our 

guidelines continue to be appropriate and scientifically valid." 

Ibid. 

11. FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

Plaintiffs allege brain injuries as a result of exposure to 

RF radiation emitted by their cell phones. They brought suit in 

D.C. Superior Court, seeking damages from cell phone 

manufacturers and cell phone service providers, among others, 

under a variety of state law theories. According to the Superior 

Court, plaintiffs' core allegation is that RF emissions from cell 

phones that otherwise complied with FCC regulations were 

nonetheless unreasonably dangerous. 

Plaintiffs urge that their complaints also included 

allegations that their injuries were caused by cell phones that 

did not comply with the FCC's RF emission limits. Appellant's 

Br. at 8. The Superior Court found no such allegation in 

plaintiffs' complaints, concluding that the "present lawsuits are 

not based upon instances of non-com~liance with existing federal 

standards or regulations." Op. at 55-56 (emphasis in original) 

The government takes no position on whether plaintiffs' 

complaints are properly read to encompass claims based on non 

compliance with federal regulations, and limits its discussion 

here to the allegations found by the Superior Court. 
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Before the Superior Court,' defendants moved to dismiss, 

urging that the suits were preempted by the Communications Act, 

which gave the FCC the authority to regulate the sale and 

distribution of cell phones, and the agency's regulations, in 

particular the RF Order and Second RF Order. The FCC filed an 

amicus brief supporting defendants' preemption arguments. 

The Superior Court held that plaintiffs' claims were both 

expressly and impliedly preempted by federal law. This appeal 

followed. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

Plaintiffs allege that exposure to RF radiation from their 

cell phones has caused them various brain injuries, and have sued 

cell phone manufacturers and related entities under a number of 

state law tort theories. Insofar as this Court agrees with the 

Superior Court that plaintiffs' complaints are not based on 

instances of non-compliance with federal regulations, the United 

States supports dismissal of plaintiffs' suit on preemption 

grounds. 

A. 1. Plaintiffs' claims of injury based on exposure to RF 

emissions from cell phones will inevitably require courts and 

juries in the District of Columbia to make policy decisions 

regarding appropriate technical standards for radiofrequency 

Defendants earlier had removed this suit to federal court; 
the district court found no basis for removal jurisdiction. 
In re Wireless Teleuhone Radio Frequency Emissions Products 
Liability Litiqation, 327 F. Supp. 2d 554 (D. Md. 20041. 
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communications. But, as the Supreme Court has recognized, 

Congress has determined that such policy judgments are within the 

exclusive jurisdiction of the federal government. The states 

have no authority to regulate in that occupied field. 

2. Plaintiffs' state law claims also conflict with the 

Commission's RF exposure regulations. Congress required the FCC 

to promulgate those regulations with the understanding that the 

standards would be adequate to protect the public. In fulfilling 

that congressional mandate, the FCC took into account a broad 

range of interests, including the views of coordinate federal 

agencies with expertise in health and safety matters. The 

Commission has concluded that its standards are adequate to 

protect the health and safety of the public, based on the best 

available scientific evidence. The Commission has declined to 

set more stringent RF exposure limits, in light of the lack of 

scientific evidence demonstrating a need for further limits and 

the potential for such limits to impede the development of 

efficient, nation-wide wireless communications services. 

Plaintiffs' suit strikes at the heart of the Commission's 

policy determinations. In claiming that the FCC standards are 

insufficient to protect the health and welfare of the general 

public, plaintiffs are seeking, via state law tort claims, to 

impose requirements on RF emissions from cell phones beyond those 

imposed by the FCC. If plaintiffs' suit is permitted to proceed 

and is successful, the stricter state law standard will upset the 

10 
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balance struck by the Commission between protecting the health 

and welfare of the general public and encouraging the development 

of wireless technologies. 

B. Plaintiffs' argument that their suit is not preempted 

because it is based on supposedly unregulated "non-ionizing, non- 

heat effects" of RF radiation falls wide of the mark. 

Adjudication of such claims by a state court would no less 

i-nterfere with the federal government's exclusive role in 

regulating technical matters concerning radio communications, 

including RF emissions. Moreover, the FCC has expressly declined 

to regulate RF emissions based on such effects, finding little 

scientific basis for doing so. Permitting plaintiffs' claims to 

go forward as to "non-ionizing, non-heat effects" of RF radiation 

would thus clearly conflict with the agency's policy judgment. 

Plaintiffs' reliance on Pinney v. Nokia, 402 F.3d 430 (4th 

Cir. 2005), is also unavailing. That decision is not binding on 

this Court, and its reasoning is fundamentally flawed. The 

Pinnev court failed entirely to consider the preemptive effect of 

the FCC's RF exposure regulations, and for that reason it should 

be disregarded. 

ARGUMENT 

I. Plaintiffs' Suit is Impliedly Preempted by Federal Law. 

The Supreme Court has recognized that federal law impliedly 

preempts state law in two situations. First, state law is 
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preempted when federal law "occup[iesl an entire field of 

regulation," leaving no room for state participation. Capital 

Cities Cable, Inc. v .  m, 467 U.S. 691, 699 (1984). Second, 
when federal and state law conflict because compliance with both 

is impossible or state law would "stand[] as an obstacle to the 

accomplishment and execution" of a valid federal policy, federal 

law must prevail. Ibid. (citation and internal quotation marks 

omitted). State lawsuits based on common law duties are 

susceptible to preemption by federal law. See Rieqel v. 

Medtronic, Inc., 128 S.Ct. 999, 1007-08 (U.S. Feb. 20, 2008). 

Plaintiffs' suit was properly dismissed on both "field" 

preemption and "conflict" preemption grounds." 

A. The Federal Government Occupies The Field of Regulating 
Technical Standards for RF Transmissions. 

The federal government's presence in the regulation of radio 

transmission has been predominant for over eighty years. See 

qenerally National Broad. Co., 319 U.S. at 210-14 (summarizing 

federal regulatory history). The Supreme Court has long noted 

the FCC's expansive jurisdiction with respect to radio 

communications. See National Broadcastinq Co., 319 U.S. at 217 

(noting the FCC has been given "comprehensive powers to promote 

and realize the vast potentialities of radio"); Pottsville 

~roadcastinq Co., 309 U.S. at 138 (finding that the 

The government takes no position on whether provisions of 
the Communications Act expressly preempt plaintiffs' suit. 
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Communications Act "expresses a desire on the part of Congress to 

maintain, through appropriate administrative control, a grip on 

the dynamic aspects of radio transmission"). As to "technical 

matters" concerning radio communications, such as frequency 

allocation, the Supreme Court has recognized that federal 

regulation is "clearly exclusive" of state and local regulation. 

, 374 U.S. at 430 n.6. 

The federal government's exclusive authority over technical 

aspects of radio communications is confirmed by the provisions of 

the Communications Act. The FCC is solely responsible for 

"licensing and regulating" the RF spectrum and devices that 

transmit RF signals. 47 U.S.C. § 152(a). Section 301 of the Act 

provides that the federal government shall "maintain the control 

* * * over all the channels of radio transmissi~n.~ With 

respect to cell phone service in particular, the Communications 

Act provldes that "[iln taking actions to manage the spectrum to 

be made available for use by private mobile services," the FCC 

must consider several factors, including "whether such actions 

will * * * promote the safety of life and property." 47 U.S.C. 

5 332 (a) . 

Consistent with these statutory provisions, the FCC has 

specifically "assert[edl federal primacy over the areas of 

technical standards * * * for cellular service." In re Use of 

the Bands 825-845 MHz and 870-890 MHz for Cellular Communications 

Systems (Cellular Service Order) 82, 86 FCC 2d 469, 505 (1981). 

13 
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An "essential objective" of the Commission has been to ensure 

that "cellular service [is] designed to achieve nationwide 

compatibility." Id. 1 79, 86 F.C.C.2d at 504. The Commission 

has thus long taken the position that "state licensing 

requirements adding to or conflicting with [federal standards] 

could frustrate federal policy." Id. 1 82, 86 F.C.C.2d at 505. 

Plaintiffs' state law tort suit clearly interferes with the 

federal government's exclusive authority to set technical 

standards for RF communications and regulate RF transmissions 

used to provide cell phone service. As the Superior Court 

explained, the essential element of plaintiffs' lawsuit is their 

allegation that exposure to RF radiation from cell phones that 

were otherwise compliant with FCC regulations caused their 

various injuries. Op. at 11. If plaintiffs are successful in 

that suit, it would necessarily require cell phone manufacturers 

to adhere to a particular RF exposure standard with respect to 

cell phones used in the District of Columbia. Cell phone service 

providers would also be forced to accommodate such cell phones. 

Should suits like plaintiffs' be permitted to proceed in other 

states, the result could be a patchwork of technical standards 

that would contravene the federal policy of creating a "rapid, 

efficient, Nation-wide, and world-wide * * * radio communication 

service." 47 U.S.C. § 1 5 1 .  
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B. Plaintiffs' State Law Tort Suit Conflicts With Federal 
Law Concerning RF Emissions. 

Even if there were any doubt that the federal government has 

"occupied the field" of regulating technical standards for RF 

communications, plaintiffs' state law tort suit would still be 

preempted because the suit plainly conflicts with the FCC's RF 

exposure regulations. Federal regulations that are validly 

promulgated have the same preemptive effect as federal statutes. 

Capital Cities Cable, 467 U.S. at 699. The statutorily 

authorized regulations of an agency therefore 'will pre-empt any 

state or local law that conflicts with such regulations or 

frustrates the purposes thereof." City of New York v. FCC, 486 

U.S. 57, 64 11388). 

Consistent with its obligations under NEPA and the 

Communications Act, including a specific Congressional directive 

in Section 704ib) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, the FCC 

has promulgated specific and detailed RF cell phone exposure 

regulations that "represent[] the best scientific thought," RF 

Order 1 168, 11 FCC Rcd at 15184. See 47 C.F.R. 

§ §  1.1307(b); 2.1091. Those regulations provide that in the 

absence of an environmental assessment, the Commission will not 

authorize the sale or distribution of any wireless telephone in 

the United States that does not comply with its RF safety 

standards. Ibid. The FCC has determined that wireless phones 

that do comply with its RF standards are safe for use by the 
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general public and may be sold in the United States. See RF 

Order 8 1, 11 FCC Rcd at 15147-48. 

The FCC issued its RF exposure standard for cell phones 

after a lengthy and comprehensive rulemaking in which interested 

parties on all sides participated. Federal agencies that have 

specialized expertise in health matters also participated in the 

FCC's rulemaking and endorsed the agency's RF standards as 

adequate to protect the public against harmful RF emissions. RF 

Order 15-20, 11 FCC Rcd at 15129-31. 

On judicial review, the Second Circuit rejected arguments 

that the FCC should have adopted stricter RF standards, 

concluding that the FCC had acted within the scope of its 

policymaking discretion in establishing its RF standards and in 

relying on the recommendations of other expert federal agencies. 

Cellular Phone Taskforce v. FCC, 205 F.3d 82, 90-92 (2d Cir. 

2000). Further, as both the Second and D.C. Circuits have 

recognized, the FCC has a "mechanism in place for accommodating 

changes in scientific knowledge" through its ongoing coordination 

with other federal agencies and other expert bodies. See EMR 

Network v. FCC, 391 F.3d 269, 273 (D.C. Cir. 2004), cert. denied 

545 U.S. 1116 12005); Cellular Phone Taskforce, 205 F.3d at 

90-91. 

As plaintiffs ultimately concede, their suit seeks to impose 
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a stricter standard for RF emissions than required by the FCC.4 

See Appellant's Br. at 43 ('[Tlhe FCC did not restrict nor 

prohibit Defendants from providing additional safeguards or 

information to consumers, and thus the FCA does not preempt 

Plaintiffs' claims."). Contrary to plaintiffs' suggestion, 

however, the Commission's RF exposure standards are not simply a 

minimum requirement that the states are free to supplement 

Rather, as the Commission has explained, those standards set the 

"proper balance between the need to protect the public and 

workers from exposure to excessive RF electromagnetic fields and 

the need to allow communications services to readily address 

growing marketplace demands." Second RF Order 29, 12 FCC Rcd 

at 13505. Plaintiffs' success in this lawsuit would necessarily 

upset that balance and thus would contravene the policy judgments 

of the FCC. 

This case is thus analogous to Geier v. American Honda Motor 

Co., Inc., 529 U.S. 861 12000). Geier involved a state tort suit 

against an auto manufacturer for failing to place air bags in 

plaintiff's car. The manufacturer, however, had complied with a 

federal regulation that did not require air bags to be placed in 

every car, but rather only required some form of a passive 

9 s  explained above, plaintiffs assert that their 
complaints also included allegations that their injuries were 
caused by cell phones that did not comply with the FCC's RF 
emission regulations. See supra at 8. The government here takes 
no position on whether plaintiffs' complaints in fact contain 
such allegations. 
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restraint system. As the Court explained, the federal regulation 

was based on the agency's policy judgment that "safety would best 

be promoted" by a mix of "alternative protection systemsv in 

cars, rather than "one particular system in every car." Id. at 

881 (internal quotations omitted). The Court found that 

plaintiffs' tort suit would have created a state law duty that 

would stand as an obstacle to that policy judgment, and thus held 

that the suit was preempted. 

As in Geier, here the FCC has reached a particular policy 

judgment - that its standard for RF emissions strikes the proper 

balance between protecting the health and safety of the general 

public and allowing the spread of wireless communications 

services. Plaintiffs' suit would create a state law duty that 

"stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution" of 

that policy, Capital Cities Cable, Inc., 467 U.S. at 699, and so 

is preempted. 

11. Plaintiffs' Arguments Against Federal Preemption Lack Merit. 

Plalntiffs raise a number of arguments against federal 

preemption of their claims. As explained below, those arguments 

lack merlt. 

A. Plaintiffs allege that their injuries were caused in 

part by "the non-requlated portion of RF emissions, specifically 

the non-ionizinq, non-heat effect radio frequency radiation." 

Appellant's Br. at 29. Plaintiffs urge that because the FCC does 
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not regulate RF emission standards based on such effects, their 

suit is not preempted by federal law. Ibid. 

Even if plaintiffs were correct that the FCC has not made 

any policy judgment regarding supposed "non-ionizing, non-heat 

effect[sJ," plaintiffs' state tort lawsuit would still interfere 

with the federal government's exclusive authority to regulate the 

RF transmissions used to provide cell phone service, and would 

still conflict with the FCC's RF emission regulations. 

In any event, plaintiffs are wrong to suggest that the FCC 

has made no policy judgment concerning such effects. The FCC has 

consistently rejected proposals to regulate emissions based on 

"non-thermal effects" or the supposed "hypersensitiv[ity]" of 

certain individuals to "non-ionizing electromagnetic fields." 

Second RF Order 17 26, 28, 31, 12 FCC Rcd at 13505; see also EMR 

Network Petition for Inquiry 9 12, 18 FCC Rcd 16822, 16827 

(2003). The FCC has concluded that issues such as non-thermal. 

effects of RF emissions and hypersensitivity to non-ionizing 

radiation are "controversial," and that "expert organizations and 

federal agencies with responsibilities for health and safety" had 

found no reliable scientific basis for imposing stricter 

standards. Second RF Order 7 31, 12 FCC Rcd at 13505. Both the 

D.C. Circuit and the Second Circuit have rejected challenges to 

the FCC's decision not to impose stricter standards based on such 

effects. See EMR Network v. F(IC, 391 F.3d 269 (D.C. Cir. 2004); 

Cellular Phone Taskforce v. a, 205 F.3d 82 (2d Cir. 2000). 

19 
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"[A] federal decision to forgo regulation in a given area 

may imply an authoritative federal determination that the area is 

best left unregulated, and in that event would have as much 

pre-emptive force as a decision to regulate." Arkansas Elec. 

Cooperative Corp. v. Arkansas Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 461 U.S. 375, 

384 (1983). The Commission declined to impose stricter standards 

for RF emissions based on effects that are scientifically 

controversial, and "conclud[edl that the RF exposure limits 

adopted in the [RF Order1 are appropriate because they address 

[safety] concerns and, at the same time, allow applicants and 

licensees to meet the growing marketplace demand for 

communications services." Second RF Order 1 39, 12 FCC Rcd at 

13508. Permitting states - through the mechanism of tort suits - 

to regulate emissions based on a contrary view of "controversial" 

scientific issues would contravene this federal policy 

determination, and thus the decision not to regulate should be 

given preemptive effect. 

B. Plaintiffs also place great weight on the Fourth 

Circuit's decision in Pinney v. Nokia, 402 F.3d 430 (4th Cir. 

2005). Pinney involved a suit against cell phone manufacturers 

claiming that, absent a "hands-free" headset, RF emissions from 

cell phones created an unreasonable risk of injury to the user 

under state law. The suit sought injunctive relief that would 

require the manufacturers to provide headsets with all cell 

phones. Though the district court found the suit to be preempted 

2 0 
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by federal law, the court of appeals reversed. Id. at 457. 

Pinne~ is not binding on this Court, and the Superior Court 

correctly rejected the Pinnev court's reasoning. In finding no 

field preemption of plaintiffs' claims, the Pinney court 

erroneously focused on only a single provision of the 

Communications Act, 47 U.S.C. 5 332, finding based on that 

provision alone that there was no "congressional objective of 

achieving preemptive national RF radiation standards for wireless 

telephones." id. at 457. The Pinney court did not cite, let 

alone address, any other provision of the Communications Act, 

u, 47 U.S.C. § S  152(a!, 301, or the Supreme Court's decisions 

in National Broadcastinq Co., 319 U.S. 190; Pottsville 

Broadcastinq Co., 309 U.S. 134, and Head, 374 U.S. 424, all of 

which, as explained above, demonstrate that the federal 

government has occupied the field with respect to regulation of 

the technical standards for radio communications. 

Furthermore, in rejecting the claim of conflict preemption, 

the Fourth Circuit essentially ignored the FCC's RF emissions 

regulations. See 47 C.F.R. § §  1.1307(b)(2!; 2.1093. It did so 

on the ground that the "FCC's RF radiation standards for wireless 

telephones were not promulgated pursuant to a mandate contained 

in 5 332 of the [Communications Act], but rather pursuant to the 

National Environmental Policy Act's mandate that all agencies 

assess the environmental impact of their actions." 402 F.3d at 

457. That reasoning is flawed in several respects. First, the 

2 1 
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FCC regulations were promulgated to comply with NEPA, but were 

mandated by Congress in the Telecommunications Act of 1996. See 

§ 704 (b), 110 Stat. at 152. Congress contemplated that the FCC's 

RF standards would "contain adequate, appropriate and necessary 

levels of protection to the public.'' See H.R. Rep. No. 

104-204(I), at 95 (l995), reprinted in 1996 U.S.C.C.A.N. 10, 62. 

Second, even ignoring the clear congressional mandate in the 

Telecommunications Act, the Fourth Circuit's reasoning reflects a 

mistaken view that the FCC regulations lacked preemptive effect 

because they were promulgated pursuant to NEPA. It is axiomatic 

that validly promulgated federal regulations will preempt state 

laws that conflict with them. See City of New York, 486 U.S. at 

64. The particular provenance of those regulations is 

immaterial. By failing to consider the irreconcilable conflict 

between the FCC's regulations and the state tort claims, the 

Fourth Circuit erred in concluding that federal law did not 

preempt the lawsuit. 

C. Plaintiffs also erroneously rely on the Supreme Court's 

decision in Silkwood v. Kerr-McGee Corp., 464 U.S. 238 (1984). 

The Court in Silkwood held that a state punitive damages award 

against the operator of a federally-licensed nuclear facility 

based on the operator's alleged mishandling of plutonium was not 

preempted by federal law. But the Court stressed that "the only 

Congressional discussion concerning the relationship between the 

Atomic Energy Act and state tort remedies indicates that Congress 

22 
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assumed that such remedies would be available." Id. at 251-52. 

Here, by contrast, there is no similar indication that 

Congress intended state law tort suits to supplement the federal 

government's role in regulating the technical standards for RF 

communications. Indeed, as the Supreme Court has noted, the 

FCC'S regulation of "technical matters" is "clearly exclusive" of 

state and local regulation. m, 374 U.S. at 430 n.6. 
D. Plaintiffs also rely on varlous savings clauses in the 

Communications Act to avoid dismissal on preemption grounds. 

47 U.S.C. § §  332(c) ( 3 )  (A), 414. These provisions do not save 

plaintiffs' suit. 

Section 332(c) ( 3 )  (A) provides that: "No state or local 

government shall have any authority to regulate the entry of or 

the rates charged by any commercial mobile service or any private 

mobile service, except that this paragraph shall not prohibit a 

State from regulating the other terms and conditions of 

commercial mobile services." That provision expressly preempts 

state rate and entry regulation, while making clear that this 

particular express preemption provision does not cover state 

regulation of the "terms and conditions" of service. Nothing in 

that provision alters the preemptive effect of other portions of 

the Communications Act or gives states any ability to regulate 

radiofrequency communications, including RF emissions standards. 

Section 414 provides: "Nothing in this chapter * * * shall 

in any way abridge or alter the remedies now existing at common 

2 3 
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law or by statute, but the provisions of this chapter are in 

addition to such remedies." The Supreme Court has held that 

§ 414 "preserves only those rights that are not inconsistent with 

the statutory * * * requirements." AT&T v. Central Office Tel., 

Inc., 524 U.S. 214, 227 (1998). As explained previously, the 

claims asserted by plaintiffs in this case are in fact 

inconsistent with the Communications Act. 

Furthermore, the Supreme Court has made clear that a 

"saving clause * * * does not bar the ordinary working of 

conflict pre-emption principles." Geier, 529 U.S. at 869. 

Indeed, the Supreme Court has "decline[dl to give broad effect to 

saving clauses where doing so would upset the careful regulatory 

scheme established by federal law." Locke, 529 U.S. at 106-107. 

In other words, where principles of conflict preemption lead to 

the conclusion that a state tort suit stands as an obstacle to 

federal policies embodied in a validly promulgated regulation, 

the tort suit is preempted notwithstanding the existence of a 

general savings clause. m, 529 U.S. at 871-72. Plaintiffs' 
suit, as explained above, stands as an obstacle to the federal 

policies underlying the FCC's RF emission regulations, and 

therefore is preempted by federal law. 

Plaintiffs also erroneously contend that § 601 of the 

Telecommunications Act of 1996, 110 Stat. 56, 143, "precludes a 

finding of implied preemption with respect to Plaintiffs' state 

law claims." Appellant's Br. at 40. That provision only states 
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that the particular amendments to the Communications Act made by 

the Telecommunications Act of 1996 "shall not be construed to 

modify, impair, or supersede Federal State or local law unless 

expressly so provided." § 601, 110 Stat. at 143. But, as 

explained above, the federal government has maintained exclusive 

authority over technical matters concerning radio communications 

for over eighty years; the relevant provisions of the 

Communications Act long predate the amendments made by the 1996 

Act. Given that § 601 provides as well that the 1996 Act is not 

meant to impliedly "modify, impair, or supersede Federal * * * 

law," the provision is better read to simply confirm that the 

federal government continues to occupy the field. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the judgment of the Superior 

Court should be affirmed 
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SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CIVIL DIVISION

SARAH DAHLGREN, )
)

Plaintiff, ) Case No. 2002 CA 007884 B
) Judge Burgess

v. )       
  )                 
AUDIOVOX COMMUNICATIONS ) 
CORP., et al., )

)                 
Defendants. )                 

STATEMENT OF INTEREST

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 517, the Department of Justice respectfully submits this

statement on behalf of the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) in order to attend to

the FCC’s interests in this matter.  The FCC’s views regarding the preemption issues raised in

this matter are set forth in the letter that is attached to this Statement.  
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1528 Walnut Street, 3rd Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19102

Counsel for Plaintiff

Jennifer G. Levy, Esq.
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
655 Fifteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005-5793

Garrett B. Johnson, Esq.
Terrence J. Dee, Esq.
Michael B. Slade, Esq.
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
300 North LaSalle
Chicago, IL 60654

Counsel for Motorola, Inc.

Mark H. Kolman, Esq.
Kenneth B. Trotter, Esq.
Deborah Goldstock Ringel, Esq.
Dickstein Shapiro, LLP
1825 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006-5403

Counsel for Audiovox Communications
Corporation; Kyocera Wireless Corp.
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Francis D. Carter, Esq.
Zuckerman Spaeder LLP
1800 M. Street, N.W., Tenth Floor
Washington, D.C. 20036-5802

Charles Babcock, Esq.
David T. Moran, Esq.
Ryan Wirtz, Esq.
Jackson Walker LLP
901 Main Street, Suite 6000
Dallas, TX 75202

Counsel for Ericsson, Inc.

Steven M. Zager, Esq.
Ashley R. Adams, Esq.
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer and Feld
1111 Louisiana Street, 44th Floor
Houston, TX 77002

Michele A. Roberts, Esq.
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer and Feld
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Marianne Roach Casserly, Esq.
Alston & Bird LLP
950 F Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004

Counsel for Nokia, Inc.

Dwight D. Murray, Esq.
Jordan Coyne & Savits, LLP
1100 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20036

Francis A. Citera, Esq.
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
77 West Wacker Drive
Suite 2500
Chicago, IL 60601

Counsel for Qualcomm, Inc.
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John B. Isbister, Esq.
Jamie Luse, Esq.
Tydings & Rosenberg LLP
100 East Pratt Street, 26th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21202

Counsel for Samsung Telecommunications
America, L.P. (sued as “Samsung
Telecommunications America”)

Michael D. McNeely, Esq.
Law Offices of Michael D. McNeely
2748 Stephenson Lane, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20015

Robert Green, Esq.
Irwin, Green & Dexter LLP
301 West Pennsylvania Avenue
Towson, MD 21204

Counsel for Cellular Telecommunications
and Internet Association

 /s/ John Griffiths  
John Griffiths
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Federal Communications Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20554 

September 13, 2010 

Mr. Tony West 
Assistant Attorney General, Civil Division 
U.S. Department of Justice 
905 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

RE: Dahlgren v. Audiovox Communications Corp., Case No. 2002 CA 007884 B 

Dear Mr. West: 

Defendants in the above-referenced case have filed a motion for reconsideration 
concerning the Court's memorandum decision of July 8, 2010. The Federal Communications 
Commission has an interest in this case because the Commission has been charged by Congress 
with regulating wireless telecommunications services pursuant to the provisions of the 
Communications Act of 1934, as amended. Accordingly, the Commission respectfully requests 
that the Department of Justice file a statement of interest attaching this letter, which addresses 
some of the issues raised by defendants' motion for reconsideration. 

In its July 8 memorandum (at 19), the Court appeared to ascribe significance to the fact 
that "the FCC has not filed an amicus brief in this case." The FCC does not file amicus briefs in 
every case in which the position of the Commission is at issue or in which the agency has an 
interest. No particular significance should be attributed to the absence of such a brief. 

As the Court is aware, however, the Commission did file an amicus briefwith the D.C. 
Court of Appeals in Murray v. Motorola Inc., DCCA Nos. 07-cv-1074, 07-cv-1075, 07-cv-1076, 
07-cv-1078, 07-cv-1079, regarding radiofrequency (RF) emissions issues. The Commission's 
amicus brief in Murray (a copy ofwhich we have attached for the Court's convenience) 
continues to reflect the agency's position. 

In Murray, plaintiffs claimed that they suffered various illnesses as a result of using 
hand-held cellular telephones that were manufactured and sold by defendants. In its amicus 
brief, the FCC took the position that plaintiffs' tort suit was preempted insofar as it rested on 
claims that cell phones that complied with the FCC's RF standards were unsafe for use. The 
Commission explained that such claims conflicted with the agency's determination that wireless 
phones that "comply with [the FCC's] RF standards are safe for use by the general public and 
may be sold in the United States." Amicus Brief at 15-16. In response to a directive from 
Congress "to prescribe and make effective rules regarding the environmental effects of radio 
frequency emissions" (Telecommunications Act of 1996, § 704(b ), 110 Stat. 152), the FCC has 
concluded that its RF standards "will protect workers and the general public from potentially 
harn1ful RF emissions due to FCC-regulated transmitters." Amicus Brief at 7 (quoting 
Guidelines for Evaluating the Environmental Effects of Radio frequency Radiation, 11 FCC Red 
15123, 15135 ~ 28 (1996) ("RF Order"). In the Commission's expert judgment, its RF standards 
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reflect "the 'proper balance between the need to protect the public and workers from exposure to 
excessive RF electromagnetic fields and the need to allow communications services to readily 
address growing marketplace demands."' !d. at 17 (quoting Guidelines for Evaluating the 
Environmental Effects ofRadiofrequency Radiation, 12 FCC Red 13494, 13505 ~ 29 (1997)). 
"The Commission has declined to set more stringent RF exposure limits in light of the lack of 
scientific evidence demonstrating a need for further limits and the potential for such limits to 
impede the development of efficient, nation-wide wireless communications services." !d. at 10. 

In Murray, the District of Columbia Court of Appeals agreed with the FCC that "verdicts 
that would hold defendants liable for damages for bodily injuries caused by cell phones that met 
the FCC RF radiation limit would necessarily upset [the] balance [the agency struck] and ... 
contravene the policy judgments of the FCC regarding how safely and efficiently to promote 
wireless communication." Murray v. Motorola Inc., 982 A.2d 764, 777 (D.C. 2009) (internal 
quotations omitted). The Court of Appeals also determined that a claim under the District of 
Columbia Consumer Protection Procedures Act ("CPP A") that "defendants omitted telling 
plaintiffs that the FCC [RF] standards are not adequate" would be preempted under the same 
conflict preemption rationale because any such claim would be materially indistinguishable from 
"a claim that defendants failed to warn [plaintiffs] that FCC-compliant cell phones are 
unreasonably dangerous." Id. at 784 n.35. At the same time, the Court of Appeals concluded 
that "claims about false or misleading statements or omissions that, if proven, could be violations 
of the CPP A" would not be preempted if they did "not necessarily depend for their success upon 
proof that cell phones are unreasonably dangerous." Id. at 783. 

It continues to be the Commission's position (and Murray holds) that state law claims 
premised on the contention that FCC-compliant cell phones are unsafe are preempted by federal 
law. Therefore, to the extent that plaintiffs CPP A claims in this case rest on the premise that the 
FCC's RF standards do not adequately protect cell phone users from potentially harmful RF 
emissions, it is the FCC's position that those claims are preempted under federal law for the 
same reasons set forth by the Court of Appeals in Murray. 

The same preemption analysis applies insofar as plaintiffs claims rest on the adequacy of 
the Commission's procedures for ensuring compliance with its RF safety standards (although we 
understand that, to date, the court has construed plaintiffs claims as disavowing any intent to 
demonstrate that the agency's "self-certification process is deficient," Mem. Op. at 67 (citation 
omitted)). When the Commission adopted those standards, it adopted a policy that places on the 
manufacturer the burden of ensuring compliance and making the appropriate compliance 
certification to the Commission as part of the equipment authorization process. RF Order, 11 
FCC Red at 15167 ~ 115. In doing so, the Commission concluded that "institut[ing] a 
certification program for laboratories" to perform RF safety testing was neither "practical [ n ]or 
necessary." Id. at 15166 ~ 113. Likewise, the Commission rejected proposals to require wireless 
phone manufacturers to submit "additional compliance documentation" as part of the equipment 
authorization process, id. at 15167 ~ 115, a policy judgment that the Second Circuit affirmed in 
Cellular Phone Tasliforce v. FCC, 205 F.3d 82, 93 (2d Cir. 2000), cert. denied, 531 U.S. 1070 
(2001). Given the Commission's considered judgment on these matters, it is the FCC's position 
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that any claims that depend on a judicial finding that the Commission's compliance procedures 
fail to ensure that wireless phones are safe are also preempted. 

ZZict~ 
Austin C. Schlick 
General Counsel 
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